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Warcraft Worlds
Find resources and guides for your Warcraft adventures and Conquest conflicts. These include events, campaigns, and vehicle battles.
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Dungeon Master Guides
Learn how to run events and campaigns for TTRPG and MMO-RPG games, spycraft, horror and more!
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Graphics and Guides
Sonceri brings you Photoshop templates, wax seals, coins, event images, and more!
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Adventure Journals
Create personal journals, scrolls, and notice boards using these Google slide decks.
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Lives Exalted
Risen by gods, find campaign information and game resources for Exalted games. Includes fan creations and campaigns.
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A World of Darkness
Resources and content for all WoD games as we wander them, including Kindred of the East, Vampire: The Masquerade, and more.





WARCRAFT EMOJIS
Finding Warcraft emojis and stickers for your Discord, Twitch, and other accounts can be hard. Sonceri's emoji sets include 9 free images you can use for emojis and stickers in Discord and other sites. Each set includes additional options through Ko-fi donations. Find your sets today!
Get Emojis and Stickers

JOURNALS AND WAX SEALS
Document your character journey. Capture and reveal ideas and messages from your villains and allies in storylines. Craft short stories and grand declarations for players to find and follow. Sonceri's Journals and Wax Seals give you the options to create visual letters, notice boards, scrolls, and wax seals with symbols for your house, group, organization, or faction.
Find a Journal or Scroll
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Resources for games, campaigns, and characters.
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